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ANIMATION

POLYMATH INNOVATIONS

WE PUT IDEAS IN MOTION

A picture is worth a thousand words. Infuse that picture
with action, and it has the power to communicate large
and complex ideas with compelling simplicity.
Our experienced team of storytellers, strategists, and scholars will
help you translate your message into compelling video and animated
content. As a full-service creative agency, we provide support from
start to finish: video strategy and concepting, content development
and scriptwriting, production and visual effects, editing, and more.
This enables us to give your video(s) maximum flexibility at
competitive cost.
Keep reading for details on our video processes and pricing.
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Video projects can include
one or more of these
four classifications:

POLYMATH INNOVATIONS

UNDERSTANDING
VIDEO TYPES
Live Action

Live-action videos capture the real world, establishing an authentic
connection that resonates with viewers.

Philos Project

FamilyLife

Animation
Computer-generated motion graphics allow us to create and animate anything
you can dream. This liberates the story from the constraints of the physical world
and enables maximum control over how the content is delivered.

Jack Cooper

Parkmobile
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POLYMATH INNOVATIONS

Narrative
Narrative content is driven by a story, which can be created for pure entertainment
value or used as an educational device. A very effective tool for communication,
stories engage the mind and heart in uniquely powerful ways.

Living on the Edge

Short Film

Non-narrative
Content that provides information or argumentation more directly, rather than
through a story, is non-narrative. Examples of this include editorial videos,
explainer animations, documentaries, educational training, and many
commercials and social media content.

FamilyLife
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AEI

Our partners come to us not just for creative video work, but work
that has impact. That’s why every video project begins with asking the
right questions: What is your mission? Who do you need to inform or
inspire? What obstacles stand in the way?

POLYMATH INNOVATIONS

STARTING WITH STRATEGY

When you partner with Polymath, you don’t just get visual artists and production
specialists; you get strategic and intellectual firepower from a team whose experience
includes teaching at universities, advising Fortune 500 corporations, serving global
nonprofits, and counseling presidential candidates.
The Polymath approach to strategic planning and video concepting puts your project
on solid footing before a single frame is sketched or shot.
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POLYMATH INNOVATIONS

LIVE ACTION

1

A Thoughtful Process

Concepting + Screenwriting
Many production houses can make beautiful videos. Polymath’s strengths
in concepting, strategy, and writing set us apart in the video space.
To begin, our team will work with you to flesh out a clear concept, draft a
powerful script, and determine all elements necessary for production.
A more accurate budget projection can be made at this point.
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Pre-Production
All of the elements for production must be prepared. Does the script call
for an actor who is fluent in French? Have we secured the location and
permits? Are proper safety measures in place? Here, we define the critical
parameters that inform production work to come.
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Production
With everything ready for camera, a full crew and any necessary actors
are be brought in for filming. Our expert directors know how to capture
quality performances under the competing pressures of excellence
and efficiency.
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Post-Production
Once everything has been filmed, it’s time to piece it together into a
cohesive story. We will edit, animate, color correct, and, where appropriate,
add in visual effects to create a clean and crisp finished product.
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Delivery
After careful rounds of revision, we deliver the final video to you in a
format tailored for your delivery method or platform.
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CASE STUDY

Driving donations through
viewer education

PragerU’s educational video content reaches millions
via online platforms like YouTube. But, despite having
a large audience, they found that most viewers did not
know PragerU is a nonprofit that relies heavily on donor
support. To get the word out, PragerU challenged
Polymath to come up with a solution.

Budget

Our campaign featured two mixed-media videos that
played a critical role in bolstering support from existing
donors. We also created a set of video “end tags” to
be placed at the end of all of their existing videos,
enabling regular viewers to respond to an immediate
call to action whenever they see PragerU’s content.

•
•
•
•

POLYMATH INNOVATIONS

PRAGERU

$50K+ (per video)

Timeline
3-5 months

Production
Professional actors
Studio environment
High-quality visual effects
Animation

WATCH
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CASE STUDY

POLYMATH INNOVATIONS

Explaining a complex
business to investors

Logistics may make the world go ‘round, but the impact
of this industry is often hard to translate to everyday
lives. With this video, Omni asked Polymath to succinctly
explain the breadth of their global supply chain in a way

Budget

that would entice investors to grow the business.

3–5 months

We riffed off of the company’s “All In” slogan to tell the story
of logistics through 3D animation, actor-driven studio shots,
and b-roll footage captured at one of Omni’s many global
offices. Today, Omni uses the video for hype in B2B sales
conversations as well as in ongoing investor talks.

Production

WATCH
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OMNI
LOGISTICS

$50K+

Timeline

•
•
•
•
•

On-site and studio filming
3D motion graphics
Professional actor
Stock footage
Separate scripting +
concepting project

CASE STUDY

The Arab-Israeli conflict is one of the longest-running
and most influential struggles in human history.
And yet, it is also one of the least understood,
especially among Western audiences.

Distilling complex
ideas through
video courses

POLYMATH INNOVATIONS

THE PHILOS
PROJECT

Budget
$50K+

Timeline
5–6 months

Polymath developed a research-backed online video
course on the topic for a Middle Eastern advocacy
group, taking viewers on an powerful and educational
journey through key moments in history.

Production
•
•
•
•

On-screen presenter
Studio environment
Motion graphics
Archival footage

WATCH
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CASE STUDY

POLYMATH INNOVATIONS

LIVING ON THE EDGE
CHIP INGRAM

For the re-release of best-seller The Real God, author
Chip Ingram and his ministry, Living on the Edge,
sought new ways to engage younger audiences
with the book’s concepts.

Giving life to book
concepts through a series
of vignettes

Budget
$40K+ (per video)

Timeline
6–12 months

Our team developed scripts for a series of live-action
videos, each of which metaphorically illustrates a
different lesson from the book. This complex production
involved eight unique narrative concepts plus a promo
video for the book’s release.

WATCH
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Production
•
•
•
•

Professional actors
Special and visual effects
Animation
Production design

CASE STUDY

Bringing light to gaming
with a provocative
message

Entertaining and kid-friendly, Stained Glass is Lightside
Games’ flagship product. To promote their most
ambitious App Store release ever, Lightside sought
Polymath’s expertise in crafting a video-based
message that would resonate.

Budget

Our team developed a series of commercials featuring
children repeating inappropriate things found in popular
games, creating a contrast with the “clean” experience
of Stained Glass. The videos’ simple aesthetic paired a
powerful message with a cost-effective approach.
The campaign even earned national media attention
due to its creative “shock value.”

Production

POLYMATH INNOVATIONS

LIGHTSIDE
GAMES

$25K+ (per video)

Timeline
3 months

• Child actors
• Studio environment
• Minimal graphics
and animation

WATCH
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CASE STUDY

POLYMATH INNOVATIONS

Launching a digital home
for “Big Questions”

The John Templeton Foundation funds thousands of
projects exploring issues of science, faith, humanity,
and other concepts they generally define as “life’s big
questions.” Polymath helped to develop a plan for
bringing their content under a new online media
publication, which we named ORBITER.

Budget

For the site’s official launch, we crafted a video
concept that called for expansive scenes from across
continents and even time periods. With a limited budget,
we opted to utilize stock video and edited it to create a
moving—and cost-effective—story.

• Stock video clips
• Original script
• Custom soundtrack

WATCH
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ORBITER

$10K+

Timeline
4-6 weeks

Production

1

A Thoughtful Process

POLYMATH INNOVATIONS

ANIMATION

Concepting + Screenwriting
Many production houses can make beautiful videos. Polymath’s strengths
in concepting, strategy, and writing set us apart in the video space.
To begin, our team will work with you to flesh out a clear concept, draft a
powerful script, and determine all elements necessary for production.
A more accurate budget projection can be made at this point.
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Style Development
Once your script has been written, we’ll design a visual style for the
animation that meshes with your brand’s aesthetic.
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Storyboarding
With a style in place, we map out the sequence of your animation using
a series of mocked-up renderings. Once you’ve approved the storyboard,
the process of animating begins.
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Animation
The visual elements from the storyboard are brought to life with motion,
visual flourishes, and a soundtrack that can include music, voice-overs,
and/or sound effects.

5

Delivery
After careful rounds of revision, we deliver the final video to you in a
format tailored for your delivery method or platform.
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POLYMATH INNOVATIONS

CASE STUDY

Transporting vehicles is a complex business. As one of
the nation’s largest finished-vehicle logistics providers,
Jack Cooper develops tools to simplify and optimize
that complex process. But, demonstrating how their
innovations improve the bottom line had been a
challenge, so they came to Polymath.

Budget

Our team studied the industry and Jack Cooper’s
competitive advantage to determine how best to tell its
story. Our scriptwriters and graphics artists developed a
high-end, 3D animation that became the first of many
videos we developed in this style for Jack Cooper.

• Extended length
• 3D objects
• Environmental lighting

WATCH
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JACK COOPER

Helping a nationwide
company showcase
innovation

$30K+

Timeline
3–4 months

Production

CASE STUDY

Revolutionizing media
technology platforms

In a media landscape upended by technology, Naviga’s
software solutions are helping traditional and digital
publishers make the most out of their content and
audiences. That just wasn’t always apparent to
potential customers, who often found their large
suite of offerings difficult to make sense of.

Budget

Our concept sought to marry their prospects’ pain points
with Naviga’s innovative services through a seamless
explanation of how Naviga meets the industry’s needs.
Built to coincide with the launch of a website and brand
refresh, this company overview video was fashioned as
the homepage centerpiece and a key communications
tool for their international sales team.

• 3D/2D mixed animation
• High-end voiceover

POLYMATH INNOVATIONS

NAVIGA GLOBAL

$25K+

Timeline
3 months

Production

WATCH
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CASE STUDY

POLYMATH INNOVATIONS

PARKMOBILE

The revolution of mobile payment processing is in
full swing, and its pioneer in the parking industry is
Parkmobile, the largest provider of digital parking
solutions in the U.S.

Making parking meters
a thing of the past

Budget
$20K+

Timeline
2–3 months

To help their customers adapt to new technologies and
understand the benefits of using the Parkmobile app,
Polymath developed two friendly animations—one for
Parkmobile’s parking clients and one for consumers and
end-users. Each speaks to the pain points of the specific
audience but with a consistent style befitting of the
Parkmobile brand.

WATCH
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Production
• 2D character animation
• 3D modelling and
rendering

CASE STUDY

Inspiring families to care
for orphans

Nonprofit Promise686 needed a simple video to help
supporters understand the impact of the organization.
After an initial discovery and scriptwriting phase, we
determined that a 2D explainer video with character
animations would best suit their purposes and budget.

Budget

We worked with Promise686 to carefully craft the
animation look and character style before building
the final animation.

Production

POLYMATH INNOVATIONS

PROMISE686

$10K+

Timeline
2 months

• 2D character animation
• Text animation

WATCH
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CASE STUDY

POLYMATH INNOVATIONS

Advocating for a cleaner,
smarter planet

How do you advocate for your cause in a way that will
resonate? This environmental advocacy group looked
to reframe the COVID-19 pandemic as an opportunity
to pivot toward green jobs and knew a pithy,
social-media-friendly video could help do just that.

Budget

Interpreting the client’s request for an artsy, whimsical
visual style, we created an animation that illustrated facts
and statistics about their desired new economy in less
than 60 seconds. ReThink Energy now wants to
repurpose this style into a series of policy videos
for each of their core issues.

Production

WATCH
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RETHINK ENERGY

$10K+

Timeline
2 months

• 2D illustrated style
• Short length optimized
for social media

When building a house, it’s difficult to know the cost of that
home until you define some basics…things like: How big is the house?
What materials will be used? How quickly does it need to be built?

POLYMATH INNOVATIONS

INVESTMENT

In the same way, a video production budget hinges on definition
of a variety of factors and often remains in flux until a script is
written and finalized.
If you know your available budget and can share that with us upfront, we can work with
you to craft concepts in line with your goals and capacity.
If you only have ideas of what you want (including, perhaps, some examples of similar
videos or styles), we can help flesh out what an investment and timeline ranges are
appropriate for that vision.
No matter your budget, we can work with you to craft a video or videos that fit the
scope of your needs.
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POLYMATH INNOVATIONS

Cost factors for video work include:
• VIDEO TYPE
Live action is sometimes (but not always) more costly than animation, and narrative
videos often involve more scripting and planning than non-narrative, informative,
or improvised approaches.
• STYLE
More sophisticated production values cost more but can better convey your
message and help the video resonate with audiences.
• LENGTH
Five minutes of animation are more costly than two minutes, as you might expect.
On live-action projects, more complex productions may require additional days on
set or more extensive editing and effects afterward.
• SCENES*
In live-action production, every new scene requires re-setting up lighting, sound,
and camera equipment, often prompting extra time on set.
• LOCATIONS*
Certain locations necessitate travel, lodging, and licensing fees. We will always work
with you to get the most for your money.
• CREW*
Bigger live-action productions will require larger crews. This keeps the production
safe and organized and gives you the product you want.
• NUMBER OF VIDEOS
Developing a series of videos or animations can lead to cost savings and
production efficiencies compared to developing any one of those videos as a
standalone product.
• SPECIAL ELEMENTS
Need a particular actor or voiceover artist? Looking for a specific, hard-to-access
location? Need 500 extras, or want 3D graphics embedded within live-action
footage? We’ll help you understand added costs demanded by the concept and
script, working with you to scale ideas to the parameters you’ve outlined.
• SCHEDULE
A video project that takes five months to complete costs more than a project that
takes just one month to wrap up. Squeezing what would normally be five months of
work into two months costs more still.
*Factors in live-action videos only
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polymath.io

